Eighteen complementation groups were identified by complementation tests and by phenotype from twenty temperature-sensitive mutants isolated independently in Glasgow, Scotland, and Houston, Tex.
The Glasgow wild-type virus from which the mutants had been derived was different from that used for isolation of the Houston mutants. Stocks of the Glasgow mutants had been prepared in BHK-21 cells, but titration in Vero cells showed titers similar to those obtained in Table 2 .
The other four Glasgow mutants gave negative results with at least one Houston mutant (Table 3) . Negative results were obtained in two crosses in which the pairs of mutants involved were phenotypically similar. The Glasgow mutant was therefore placed in the same group as its Houston counterpart, and this defined two complementation groups: one containing ts6 and tsB5 and the other containing tslO and tsC2. ts9 also failed to complement tsB5, although it does complement ts6 (7). However, it differs from these two mutants phenotypically (Table 4) and, although the possibility that tsB5 is a double mutant has not been ruled out, it has been provisionally placed in a different group from ts6 and tsB5. ts2 and tsD6 also gave generally negative results-the positive mean in the quantitative test is based on only one positive result. But since ts2 is DNA negative and tsD6 is DNA positive, they were put in separate groups. Most of the other crosses showed positive complementation, but five gave negative quantitative tests and comple- mentation was detected by qualitative and infectious center tests (ts2 with tsB5 and tsC2; ts6 with tsC2 and tsD6; ts9 with tsE7). Altogether 18 complementation groups were defined as a result of the tests (Table 4) , which confirmed the usefulness of the qualitative test and showed that it correlates well with the infectious center test. Both were more sensitive in detecting complementation than the quantitative test, possibly because they involve multiple rounds of viral replication, whereas the quantitative test measures the yield from one cycle of virus growth. The low yields from cells infected with HSV-2 may be the reason for the apparent lack of sensitivity of the quantitative test. Although there were discrepancies between the qualitative and infectious center tests on the one hand and the quantitative test on the other, and although there were almost certainly recombinants in the progeny from 
